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1.       Why change permit fees?
The authority for National Park Service (NPS) to recover and retain costs associated with special park use permits is found in 54 U.S.Code 103104, so that taxpayer funds are not used to subsidize the cost of private events.  The cost recovery schedule we were using from 2011 to 2019 no longer accurately recovers costs to the government, and updates were needed.
 
2.       How often are permit fees changed?
Permit fees will be reviewed for updates on an annual basis.  This does not necessarily mean fees will change annually, but the Office of Special Park Uses will consider updating the cost recovery schedule if there are significant changes to cost recovery programs, consumer price index, and policies related to special park use permits.
 
3.       What is the fee increase?
Not all permits will increase in costs.  The new cost recovery schedule is more accurate in recovering costs to the government.  To reach the determination of actual costs, the Office of Special Park Uses hired economic consultants to analyze several years of data.
 
4.       How does one determine what fees have changed?
Ash scattering and first amendment permits will remain available at no cost.  Permit fees are determined based on the activity and potential impacts to the park.  Permit applicants may adjust their permit requests to fit their desired permit fee price range.  
  
5.       What other changes are included besides fee increases?
The whole special park uses program was analyzed by professional consultants.  The total number of permit categories has been cut in half.  Additionally, a special event matrix and a filming/photography matrix have been created, defining the criteria for permit categories, which is available to the public to assist with navigating the permit process.
 
6.       What are your permit categories?
Permit categories are tiered by the size and scope of the activity.  One reason we don’t have a category for weddings, for example, is that we will not be charging a 10 person and a 200 person wedding the same amount.
 
7.       How do these changes affect different groups?
Issuance of NPS permits for special park uses is determined based on potential impacts, and is not based on which user groups are applying.  This cost recovery schedule update is applied equally and fairly to all permit applicants.
 
8.       Does the government make money on this?
No. By law, 54 U.S.Code 103104, we are only able to recover actual costs.  These costs may include staffing, maintenance, permit processing, event monitoring supplies, and more.
 
9.   How do these permit costs compare to other parks around the area?
Our costs are not determined by neighboring jurisdictions, but by actual costs incurred by the federal government.  However, looking at permit fees for similar activities in the Presidio Trust and on San Francisco Recreation and Parks land, we find that our prices are often lower than those jurisdictions.
 
10.   Why do we need permits?
Permits are required to avoid conflicts and to prevent impacts in the park.  A special park use permit is a request that is above and beyond what a normal park visitor may do in the park.
 
11.   Where can I find more information?
For information about special park use permits in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area, please visit:
https://www.nps.gov/goga/planyourvisit/specialparkuses.htm
For information about special park uses elsewhere in the National Park Service, please see:
https://www.nps.gov/aboutus/special-event-permits.htm


